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hey everyone, I always have extra printed photos on hand, what about 
you? I print at home and I like to print a couple pages at a time. I decided 
to make a ‘keeper’ for my printed photos. I love my picture keeper with it ’s 
divided sections for the girls and family and misc photos and hope you’ll try 
to make one (and customize it) for yourself too! have fun!

supplies : patterned paper- Studio Calico heyDay 6x6 paper pad ; Fabrip- 
heyDay Aqua polka Dots Fabrip ;  diecuts - heyDay ephemera pack ; Stickers- 
heyday Frame Stickers; Color Mist- Mister huey’s pretty pink, Mister huey 
BlueGrass ; washi tape, letter stickers and chevron ribbon- Central high 
kit; veneer- Studio Calico stars, hearts and arrows, cameras ; other- sewing 
machine, glossy accent, black rhinestones, chipboard
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 Step 01

Gather your supplies. I have three pieces of chipboard, each 
measuring 6.25” x 4.25”, heyDay 6x6 paper pad, heyDay 
ephemera pack, wood veneers, alphabet set of choice.  Fold 
and score all the chipboard pieces in half lengthwise, then 
stack them on top of each other.  to decorate the cover, I 
cut the patterned paper into 4.75” x 6”, stitched around it 
using my sewing machine before sticking in down on the 
chipboard using glossy accent. You can use any adhesive you 
choose, but I thought since this picture keeper is going to be 
handled a lot, I’d better be safe. then I decorated the cover 
with some die cuts and veneer stars.

Step 02

I then moved on to the insides, making out pockets out of 
patterned papers measuring 4.75” x 3” by stitching them to 
the chipboard. I added an extra strip of patterned paper on 
the top of the pocket before stitching them together to add 
a little bit more stability to each of them. Decorate with more 
die cuts, washi tape and misted wood veneers. 

Step 03

once the inside is decorated, attach the ribbon on the spine 
of the picture keeper. Again, I used glossy accent here. While 
it dries, I help them together with a binder clip. 

 Step 04

the ribbon will only hold together the first and last 
chipboard folders, but  you will need to attach the middle 
folder to them. I used a Fabrip cut to 1” wide to hold the 
folders together.
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